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ABSTRACT

This paper reviews several bottom-up saliency algorithm-
s. We have tested some algorithms including Itti’s salien-
cy (ITTI), Graph-based visual saliency (GBVS), Context-
aware saliency (CA), Spectral Residue (SR) and Image
Signature Saliency (SS) on Mars image data (mainly
from MER PanCam, McMurdo and the PATLab). The
results show that the saliency methods can detect the re-
gion of interest (ROI) in Mars images effectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, images and data recorded by rovers on Mars
are transmitted back to Earth where scientists can anal-
ysis the data to gain scientific information. However,
the bandwidth of data transmitted from the rover back to
Earth is limited. On the other hand, some information
captured by a rover is repetitive and redundant, which
means that transmitting all these data to earth is unnec-
essary. Hence, to reduce the transmission quantity, in ad-
dition to data compression techniques, we have to refine
the data. In other words, we should select only the re-
gions which contain more ‘interesting’ objects and dis-
card those regions that do not.

There are two ways to find the interesting regions which
employ top-down and bottom-up methods. Top-down
methods mean that we have the concept of what entities
are interesting. We know the characteristics and attributes
of these interesting objects. Thus the process of searching
interesting regions in an image is analogous to a match-
ing or comparison process. If a region contains attributes
similar to the ones we consider interesting, then we de-
fine this region as interesting. Whereas, those regions
different to the prior knowledge are considered to have
less value.

Nevertheless, in most case on Mars, it is difficult to gen-
erate a prior knowledge to identify the interesting degree
of a region. Hence any interesting region search process-
ing can be only based on the image itself. So here we
propose that the region which is “uncommon” may prob-
ably be a region of interest (ROI). Thus, finding the ROI

is to find the novelty in a image by using the image’s self-
information. This idea is in harmony with the approach of
bottom-up saliency methods which need no prior knowl-
edge and manmade labels. Thereupon, we have tested
some popular saliency (details in Section 2) with inspect
to their ability of detecting ROI.

2. TESTED ALGORITHMS

Here we chose 5 popular saliency algorithms to test if
these algorithm have good performances for ROI de-
tection. There are Itti’s Method [1], Graph-Based Vi-
sual Saliency [2], Context-Aware Saliency [3], Spectral
Residual [4] and Image Signature [5]. The brief descrip-
tion of these algorithms is as follows.

2.1. Itti’s Method (ITTI)

Itti’s saliency model is a visual attention model inspired
by the behavior and the neuronal architecture of the hu-
man visual system. It firstly extracts features including
intense features, color features and texture (orientation)
features from the original image. Then based on center-
surround theory, the feature maps can be calculated by
the subtraction of feature images in different scales of a
Gaussian pyramid (later a 2-D difference-of-Gaussian al-
gorithm [6] was introduced to optimize this model). Fea-
ture maps are combined into 3 “conspicuity maps” after
being normalized through the Maximum-Mean algorith-
m. Finally the 3 conspicuity maps are summed to gain
the resultant saliency map.

2.2. Graph-based visual saliency (GBVS)

Graph-based visual saliency is a saliency model based
on graph computation applying a different framework
of “activation” and “normalization/combination” part. It
supposes that a feature map is a graph in which each pixel
is a node. It obtains the weight between two nodes using
the dissimilarity and distance information. Then a ran-
dom walker is cruising between nodes according to the
weights between nodes (as transition probabilities). The
walker is more likely to arrive at the nodes that have high



dissimilarity with their surrounding nodes. Finally the
activation map is generated by counting the quantity of
visits to each node. The process of normalizing the ac-
tivation map is similar to an activating procedure but the
input is an activation map instead of a feature map.

2.3. Context Aware (CA)

Context-Aware Saliency is a saliency method aimed at
detecting the image regions that represent the scene. In
this method, the dissimilarity between a pair of pixels (or
patches) is calculated by using the distance of color and
position between them. The saliency value of a patch can
be obtained by the dissimilarity between the patch and
the K most similar patches to it. The multi-scale infor-
mation is introduced into the saliency computation to en-
hance the contrast of salient and non-salient regions. The
final saliency map is optimized by a method simulating
the Gastalt laws.

2.4. Spectral Residue (SR)

The Spectral Residue is a saliency method in the frequen-
cy domain. The authors found that the spectral residual of
an image contains the innovations which are salient in the
image. In this method, the image is firstly transformed to
a frequency spectral map by using the Fourier transfor-
m. The amplitude map from the Fourier transform is then
taken a logarithmic transformation to gain the log spec-
tral. Whereafter a local average filter is adopted to obtain
the average log spectrum. The spectral residual can be
calculated by subtracting the average log spectrum from
the log spectrum. Finally, the saliency map is obtained
by the inverse Fourier transform of the sum of the spec-
tral residual and the phase map which is preserved during
the process.

2.5. Signature Saliency (SS)

The image signature saliency approach is also a frequen-
cy domain method. The authors first transformed a gray-
scale full image into the frequency domain using the Dis-
crete Cosine Transform (DCT). Then by taking the sign
of the image discrete cosine signal and then inversely
transforming it back to the spatial domain, a reconstruct-
ed image highlighting and isolating the foreground of the
original image can be formed. A saliency map can be fi-
nally generated by smoothing the squared reconstructed
image. As for a color image, the saliency map of each
channel (RGB or CIELAB) is calculated independently.
The saliency maps of 3 channels are simply summed into
a final saliency map.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

3.1. Image Source

We tested the above methods mainly on images from
3 different sources. They are color images synthesized
by multi-spectral data captured by the MER Spirit and
Opportunity Pancam instrument. Small images cropped
from the McMurdo panorama image and photos captured
in the AU PATLab. Figure1 shows an example of 3 kinds
of images. In addition, we tested the methods on images
where we added some interesting object manually.
 

 

Figure 1. Three kinds of image, from left to right: Syn-
thesized MER image, cropped McMurdo image, and the
image of the PATLab.

3.1.1. MER PanCam Image

Mars Exploration Rover Mission (MER) is an ongoing
robotic space mission involving two rovers, Spirit (now
not operational) and Opportunity, exploring the planet
Mars. The panoramic Camera (Pancam) instrument on
each rover consists of two independent digital CCD cam-
eras. Each of the cameras is equipped with a small eight
position filter wheel, providing the only multispectral ca-
pability for the rover. To gain a traditional RGB image
for saliency processing, we have to use the multispectral
data to generate a CIEXYZ image and then convert it to
an RGB image. As the bands of the right camera be-
long to the infra-red region, these images were not used.
Hence, we only use the images from the left camera to
synthesize. The images size of 512× 512 from filter L2-
L7 were chosen to perform the synthesis. The wavebands
are 753nm, 673nm, 601nm, 535nm, 483nm and 432nm
respectively and the band pass of them is approximately
20nm. An example of a synthesized image is showed in
Figure 2.

3.1.2. McMurdo Image

The 360-degree view McMurdo panorama image was ob-
tained from the panoramic camera on the Spirit rover and
is presented in approximately true color. It was construct-
ed from 1449 Pancam images and is 20480×4124 in size.
Dealing with such large image is very time-consuming
and a large part of McMurdo image may contain no re-
gions of interest such as desert-like land. Therefore we
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Figure 2. Example of color image synthesis.

cropped the whole image into small images (512 × 512)
containing rocks which are more significant than the
desert-like regions.

3.1.3. PATLab Image

The Planetary Analogue Terrain Laboratory (PATLab) [7]
was created at Aberystwyth University, and aims to per-
form comprehensive mission operations emulation exper-
iments. It has a terrain region composed of Mars Soil
Simulant-D in which there are science target rocks that
have been fully characterized. We captured photos of
the experimental field using a normal digital camera to
gain the images of size 2304× 1704. For uniformity, we
cropped the image size to 512× 512 as well.

3.2. Algorithm Scale Parameter Configuration

In common saliency algorithms, the input image will be
rescaled to a small image thereby accelerating the speed
of generating a saliency map. And the final resultant
saliency map is gained by resizing the small-scale salien-
cy map to the size of the original image. Therefore in
our testing algorithm, we resized the input image as well.
The saliency map maximum length of Itti, GBVS, Spec-
tral Residue and Image Signature is 64. This means that if
an original image is 1:1, it will be resized to 64× 64, and
if an original image is 4:3, it will be resized to 64 × 48.
For the algorithm of Context-Aware, the maximum length
of the saliency map is 250, as the author used in his paper.

3.3. Experiment on Detecting ROI Using Saliency
Methods

We tested all 5 algorithms on the different images from
MER, McMurdo and the PATlab. Part of the results is
selected to show in Figures 3, 4 and 5. The speed of each
algorithm is displayed in Table 1.

According to the results obtained by applying each
saliency algorithm to the different image data, we found
that each algorithm is capable for removing uninter-
esting background information and approximately high-
lights the position of novelty (the novelty region equiv-
alent to a ROI) from a image. We found that the CA
method showed most detail in the saliency map, but took
the most time. On the other hand, the frequency do-
main algorithms SA and SS showed good performance
and consumed very short time. Specially, they are sen-
sitive to regions with frequent-changing texture such as
gravel regions. The ITTI saliency method, the most clas-
sic saliency method, achieves an adequate performance
in detecting ROIs. For GBVS, although its cost time is
far more than ITTI, it gained a similar result.

However, the saliency methods have their shortcomings.
For example, they are sensitive to edges. The intense
edges will always be detected as salient objects. In ad-
dition, the saliency map may focus on the region of shad-
ows, because shadows are rare and often stand out from
an image. Therefore, the saliency methods may perhaps
gain an improved performance if the shadows have been
removed in previous processing stage.

3.4. Synthetic Image Saliency

Our tested images from Mars included only rocks and
background data and thus the conspicuous region in the
saliency map tended to focus upon the rock regions. Ac-
cording to these results, we could not prove that the
saliency algorithms could detect interesting objects other
than rocks. Therefore, we tested the saliency algorithms
on images that included a cartoon Martian and astronauts.
The results are showed in Figure 6 and 7. In the figures,
the images are original image, ITTI, GBVS, CA, SR and
SS, from left to right, and top to bottom. In the resultant
images, the region of saliency is in agreement with what
we would consider interesting in image. Thus, the salien-
cy method can provide a good way to find extreme novel
things in an image.

3.5. Experiment of Novel Object Detection

In our previous experiments, we found that the rocks are
similar in a single image. The homogeneity may decrease
the interesting degree of each rock. It makes sense that

Table 1. The average time (sec) taken for each algorithm
to process image from the different environment.

MER McMurdo PATLab
ITTI 0.3950 0.3450 0.3566

GBVS 30.91 30.12 34.12
Context-Aware 119.1 91.15 106.6

Spectral Residue 0.06301 0.05980 0.05350
Image Signature 0.02187 0.01072 0.009690
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Figure 3. The results of MER images.
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Figure 4. The results of McMurdo images.
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Figure 5. The results of PATLab images.

if a rock looks extraordinarily different to other rocks, it
will be more salient. Because Mars real images rarely
contain odd objects, it is hard to validate if the saliency

algorithms can reflect the interesting level of novel object
using only an original image. Therefore, we added a me-
teorite object manually which looks different to the origi-



 

  Figure 6. The results of detecting a cartoon Martian (See text for saliency methods used).

 

Figure 7. The results of detecting astronaut (See text for saliency methods used).

nal rocks in the image and tested our saliency algorithms
on them. The comparison between the saliency maps of
original images and the images with the meteorite can be
seen in Figure 8.

We observed that for the result before the meteorite was
added, the saliency maps demonstrate that the interesting
region is distributed around the rock cluster. After past-
ing the meteorite into the images, the interesting focus is
transferred to the meteorite due to its novelty. The me-
teorite with a high singularity can be highlighted in the
saliency maps.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a selection of popular
saliency algorithms, and tested them on Mars image da-
ta, some of the images were modified by adding some
conspicuous object manually. The results show that the
saliency methods are able to detect interesting objects in
the Mars image thereby ignoring repetitious uninteresting
background data. In addition, the saliency algorithms can

automatically transfer the center of interest when a more
novel object appears. Some of the algorithms yield an ad-
equate detection performance both with a good computa-
tive speed. Therefore, we conclude that saliency methods
can be used to detect the ROI in Mars image data with
good results.
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Figure 8. The saliency map comparison between original images and images with the meteorite. The images of each
subfigure are original image, ITTI, GBVS, CA, SR and SS, from left to right, and top to bottom.
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